IT is a curious and at the same time highly disappointing fact, that a decrease in appreciation of the medical profession must be recorded in a time of unprecedented efflorescence of medical science. The progress of medicine in the last century is greater than that in all the preceding centuries put together. Since intuition, dogma and contemplation have made place for investigation and experiment, results have been obtained which our predecessors could not foresee in their wildest dreams. Dogmatic deduction has had to make way for the inductive method, under the guidance of which medical art has, in the latter half of the last century, developed into an experimental science.
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The scientific results obtained have been widely applied to the benefit of suffering humanity. I will only mention, in passing, the statistics of disease and death-rates and will restrict myself to the one thing for which we can never be too grateful-the decrease of bodily suffering. This decrease is not, in the first place, due to the invention of a great number of anodynes, but much more to improved diagnosis and more efficient treatment, and chiefly to modern surgery, which by painless operation insures health and energy to numbers of people who formerly had to drag a sickly body to the grave. We may well ask with astonishment, what can be the reason that, with the growth of medical science there has not been a parallel rise of public appreciation of our profession; why, to-day, the multitude crowds round the loquacious quack, and why even educated people listen to the plausible words of the hypnotist. It is remarkable that intelligent people will expect healing of their ailments from the quack, of whom they know only that he knows nothing whatever of the structure and functions of the human body, while the same people would not think of entrusting a broken clock to any but a skilled and trained watchmaker.
This must surely be a sign that, deep in the soul of the people, lies the belief that medical art is a divine gift which may be exercised without science or study. Such conviction is not at all incomprehensible. We little Asklepiads are not AEsculapius
himself. An effectual preventive of death is not yet ours. Nature, the great healer, makes no distinction betwixt quacks and experts, but the quack never omits to claim the credit when his merciful ally effects a cure. Moreover, the higher medical science has risen, the more it has, in its pride, estranged the public from the doctor. When medical art moves from the sick-bed to the laboratory, when we treat diseases rather than diseased people, there slips from our grasp a powerful instrument, In many ways more remarkable, and more instructive from the point of view of mob-psychology, is the recent Zeileis story, of which much was made some years ago. In the castle at Gallspach, an Alpine village in Austrian Bohemia, lived for several years a wizard with a long beard, the quondam locksmith, Valentin Zeileis. From far and wide the sick and crippled flocked to this magic castle, where all the ailments that plague humanity were banished by a dazzling electric spectacle. The whole village was adjusted to his activities. All its houses were crammed with the sick. At all hours in his waiting-room, or "Praeparatorium," was a crowd in an agony of excitement. The examination of a new patient was a very simple affair. The wizard just made some passes over him with his magic wand and at once recognized the nature of the disease from the power of the flashes that came from that marvellous staff ! The conjurer then directed the treatment to begin. A horde of a hundred to a hundred and fifty patients, stripped to the waist, poured into the treatment hall-the "Mysterium." At the entrance grinned a human skeleton; the hall was illumined by little red lamps; the walls were decked with stuffed snakes; the air was laden to choking-point with ozone. At the head of the sad procession went the blind, hand-in-hand, led by a "sister"; the rest followed. The end of the procession consisted of the crippled and the lame on crutches and stretchers. This mob was literally driven past the electric apparatus, and for a minute or two was treated with Roentgen rays, with high-frequency rays " intensified by radium" and with "helium lamps" and other things. Untranslated I will read you what one of Zeileis' own disciples related of this " Mysterium": "Es zischt und spriiht, braust Funkengarben aus dem Geisterbesen, wirft weisse Lichtsignale fiber die nackten und halbnackten Korper, knattert, leuchtet, gliiht gruin, lila, rosa, ein spukhaftes Inferno."
An Inferno indeed, entirely fitted up with a view to the money-box of the longbearded Lucifer, who drew from this hell an income of five or six thousand marks a day (more than £100,000 a year). Between a thousand and two thousand patients per day were treated in this manner. Whoso considers this will agree with the great Erasmus of Rotterdam, when the latter makes his Moria maintain that human life is but a game of folly. It is indeed no wonder that, in Germany, where quackery was not held in check by the law, " Zeileis-Institutes " sprang up like mushrooms. For here, too, on account of the mystical tendency of the post-war mentality, the ground was favourable for the reception of such electrical hocus-pocus. Three years ago it fortunately occurred to Zeileis to bring a law-suit for slander and dishonest competition against the famous professor Lazarus, who in word and writing hadpilloried the " Gallspacher Heilslehren." This gave the universally respected professor, who was impelled by his love of truth, the opportunity to shed some muchneeded daylight on all the Zeileis nonsense. The sources of the electric rays were the same as had long been used by all radiologists, but with professional skill. The novel element was supposed to be in their combination, namely, the " hundred-fold reinforcement" of the high-frequency by the addition of radium. Physically, however, such a combination is an absurdity. The same applies to the helium lamp.
The minute doses of ultra-violet and Roentgen rays administered by Zeileis could not possibly do anything, neither could the moment's radiation with arc-light. At the request of Lazarus, a number of healthy people allowed themselves to be examined DEC.-HIST. OF MED. 2 * by Zeileis with the wand. On that occasion they suddenly developed heart trouble, bilious inflammation, gastric ulcers, pulmonary consumption. Lazarus himself, as sound as a bell, was given to understand at two "Original Zeileis Institutes," at Munich, on the same day, at one, that he was suffering from pulmonary catarrh and from inflammation of the bile duct; at the other, that he had spinal disease. But however the diagnosis ran, the treatment was always the same. In the lawsuit, " Zeileis versus Lazarus," by way of providing comic relief, two cases were mentioned of ventral swelling in women, swellings which, in spite of diligent radiation, grew larger and larger, until at last they emerged and had to be notified at the office of the registrar of births ! Lazarus tells of his meeting with a paralysed woman in Gallspach, who had attended there regularly for eight years, and in that period had undergone a thousand radiation treatments! But now, she thought, she would soon be cured! Should one wish to dismiss the examples of Gallspach as not applying to us Westerners; should we think that in these regions people are not so easily taken in by such grotesque humbug, then I need only remind you with regard to my own country, of the Sequah fever, which raged for a short time it is true, but most violently, and which, in the manner of an epidemic of influenza, within a few weeks had attacked the whole country.
Our generation is perhaps more learned, but not more sensible than those of yore. Superstition is not openly confessed, but it is deeply ingrained. practitioners has not many a time had the satisfaction of putting the unsteady on the right track ? The medical man, with all his faults and imperfections, is distinguished from the quack by his honest desire for the good of his patients, which is a thing that leaves the quack cold. I need only remind you of the mysterious books on sexual matters, meant to get money out of the pockets of schoolboys, and by which in many a child's heart the most terrible anxiety, nay, even despair, has been awakened. The casual lightness with which the despair of the sick is exploited is truly criminal. Zeileis could cure diabetes without prescribing a diet; cancer without an operation. By such promises thousands were robbed of a fair chance of recovery. By inquiry from hospitals and from physicians Lazarus collected hundreds of case-reports which he laid before the court. Here is a random selection: goitre behind the breast-bone, which might certainly have been cured by operating; the patient died of suffocation on the way home. Pleural effusion which might have been saved by timely tapping. Patients with " Zeileised" gastric ulcers, which afterwards perforated, admitted to the hospital, in a pitiful condition.
I have resurrected enough of such stories. But yet such stories as that of Zeileis are the best means of opening the eyes of the authorities and the public to the dangers of quackery. I do not know how matters stand in this country, but in mine the judges show unlimited long-suffering towards quacks. Evidently they believe more than they themselves realize, in a gift of healing unknown to science, but bestowed on simple souls. The Gallspacher " Mysterium" sheds a peculiar light on the unsuspecting nature of this belief. We matter-of-fact people, who watched that scene from a distance, wondered how it was possible that, of the hordes driven through that electric hell, so few, on returning to clear daylight, became shamefully aware of their folly. The musical-comedy background. the absurdity of the magic wand, the absence of any medical examination, the uniform treatment of every thinkable ailment, this we thought was too much to be unresistingly digested by sane minds. It has often struck me that otjr judges attach great value to the statements of witnesses who declared that they had been benefited by a quack. What do they think of the many statements which Zeileis would be only too glad to show them about spinal consumption, cancer, tuberculosis, nephritis, heart diseases, cured in his Inferno ?
Neither is the amount of money the public pays for its gullibility to be accurately estimated. 
